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A study comparing the oncogenic microRNA-21-5p and the CA15-3 charac-
teristics as an effective tumor marker in breast cancer patients from Iraq
Ruwaidah A.R. Abbas1*,  Ismail H. Aziz2

Abstract: Breast cancer (BC) is a genetic disease in the mammary glands' ducts and lobules, with ductal cancers comprising 
most of the malignancies. Biomarkers can provide an assessment of cancer diagnosis and prediction. The study aims to 
compare the expression of serum (miR-21-5p) and CA 15-3 expression in the Iraqi population as more efficient biomarkers, 
then checked MiR-NA-21 main characters as a biomarker comparison with (CA15-3) levels. Circulating serum miRNA-21 
expression was measured using (the quantitative Real Time-PCR technique) in 50 patients at various stages of breast 
cancer compared to 27 healthy controls. Meanwhile, CA 15-3 levels were quantified using electro-chemo luminescence 
immunoassay (ECLIA) methods. The results show the expression of miRNA-21 and the concentration of CA15-3 increased 
signifi-cantly (p>0.01) in patients as compared to control, but the higher median level of MiRNA-21 than of CA15-3. The 
ROC curve analysis shows that the accuracy, Overall Model Quality, AUC, sensitivity and specificity of miRNA-21 as a 
biomarker is much higher than the CA 15-3. In conclusion, miRNA-21 may fill the gap that CA 15-3 still lacks in detecting 
breast cancer at an early stage.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy among 

women globally1. Breast cancer is the primary cause among 
women and the leading cancer-related female mortality in 
Iraq2. The malignancy of the breast tissues results from the 
un-controlled proliferation of breast ductal and lobular epi-
thelial cells, with ductal cancers accounting for most cases3. 
Early detection and treatment have been proven to be the 
most effective techniques, and early screening programs 
have dramatically improved BC outcomes and survival 
rates4. Many studies routinely measured serologically CA 
15-3 frequently raised in BC patients5. There is low sensi-
tivity and specificity of the CA15-3 marker, so we need to 
develop a more sensitive approach for early breast cancer 
diagnosis6. The key to delivering preventive healthcare is 
the clinical novel assays that enable early disease detec-
tion. Such assays are based on biomarkers such as (mi-
croRNAs) from tissue or liquid biopsy7. Circulating MiRNAs 
are emerging as new diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers 
for BC; there help predict tumor response to specific che-
motherapeutic drugs8. MicroRNA-21 has been described as 
one of the most significantly up-regulated miRNAs in human 
breast cancer regardless of pre-vious exposure to chemo-
therapy treatment which reinforces its role as an "oncomiR" 
and a potential biomarker9. The study aims to analyze the 
expression quantity of serum (miR-21-5p) and compare it 
with one of the most widely used serum markers (CA15-
3), then check sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, quality and 
discrimination power comparison for both miRNA-21 and 
CA15-3 markers.

Materials and methods 
The study enrolled from November 2021 to January 

2022 in the laboratories of the Baghdad university's gene-
tic engineering and biotechnology institute. The sam-ples 
were collected from patients who were first diagnosed with 
breast cancer and consulted Al-Andalus Specialist Oncolo-
gy Hospital in Baghdad and Al Anbar Spe-cialized Center 
for Cancer treatment.

Venous blood was taken from patients and healthy 
groups five milliliters (mL); all patients diagnosed with pri-
mary BC by histology were placed in gel tubes for 30 mi-
nutes at room temperature, then centrifuged for 10 minutes 
to obtain serum. The separated sera were divided into two 
tubes, one for biochemical assay and the other for molecu-
lar assay.

Biochemical assay measurement of Serum ( CA15.3 ) 
concentration

The "ECLIA" electrochemiluminescence immunoche-
mical assay technology is de-signed for the quantitative 
measurement of CA 15-3 in human serum, obtained from an 
automated quantification process using the COBAS ECLIA 
immunoassay analyzer (COBAS E 411) (Roche Diagnos-
tics, Basel, Switzerland). This procedure was performed 
according to Elecsys CA 15-3 II ECLIA kit10.

Protocol of microRNA extraction from the serum blood 
samples

Total RNA, including microRNA, was isolated from the 
sample according to the protocol of TRIzol™ Reagent, 0.2 
mL of chloroform add to the aqueous phase containing 
RNA, 0.5 mL of isopropanol was added for RNA precipitated 
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as white gel-like Pellet, 0.5mL of 70% ethanol was added 
for RNA washing. Finally, Pellet was rehydrated in 50μl of 
Nuclease Free Water and then incubated in a water bath at 
55–60°C for 10–15 minutes.

Reverse Transcription for complementary DNA (c DNA) 
synthesis 

RNA sample 4 µl was mixed with 1 µl stem-loop RT 
primers of miR-21. The Primers for miR-21 were designed 
in this study using (The Sanger Center miR database Re-
gistry) and (27). The cDNAs were synthesized by reverse 
transcription of miRNA using a script cDNA synthesis kit, 
"5GTTGGCTCTGGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCAC-
CAGAGCCAACCAACA 3". 

Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction 
(RT-q PCR)

The PCR master mix preparation is shown in table (1), 
and Real-Time PCR Program, and thermal cycling condi-
tions for miR-21, are in table (2).

Statistical analysis
The Statistical Analysis System- SAS (2012) program 

was used to detect the effect of different factors on study 
parameters. T-test used to compare between means. The 
diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were perfor-
med using the (ROC) curve analysis. The cut-off values and 
area under the ROC curve (AUC) were then de-termined 
were done using (SPSS) package software version 2411.

Results

Molecular Analyses of circulating miRNA-21 expression 
level

The RT-q PCR results for miR-21 were analyzed by 
the relative quantification of gene expression levels (fol-
ding changes) based on the (Ct) values. All patients show a 
high level of miR-21 level which was significantly elevated 
(**P>0.01) among BC patients (5.27 times increase) than 
healthy control (1.00) Table (3).
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Table 2. Real-Time PCR Program.

Table 1. The PCR master mix preparation for miR-21.

Table 3. Comparison expression of miRNA21 between both study groups.
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Biochemical analyses of CA 15-3 concentration Level
The mean ± SEM of the serum CA15-3 concentration 

was (23.17 ± 0.78 U/ml) in the BC group and (9.15 ± 0.70 U/
ml) in the control group shown in Table 4.

 The significant increase in the mean values of CA15-3 
concentration in breast cancer patients for (2.36 times in-
crease) compared to control groups that gave a high sig-
nifi-cantly statically analysis as (**p>0.01) in BC patients.

The Diagnostics Performance of miRNA-21 marker in 
the Studied Groups

Receiver operator characteristics curve (ROC) analysis 
of miRNA-21 in the serum of breast cancer patients recor-
ded high sensitivity (96%) and specificity (92.6%) at a cut-
off value of (1.04) with high AUC values as (0.981) in discri-
minately the breast cancer pa-tients. Table (5 ) & Fig. ( 1).

The Diagnostics Performance of CA15-3 marker in the 
Studied Groups

Receiver Operator of Characteristics (ROC) curves 
analysis of serum CA 15-3 was found with low sensitivity 
and specificity of (72% and 70.4%) respectively, at the low 
area under the curve (AUC= 0.563 ) and already known cut-
off ( 25 U/mL ). 

Comparison of miRNA-21 and CA15-3 and their 
diagnostic accuracy and discrimination power (AUC)

The calculation of diagnostic accuracy for each marker 
and the value of area under the curve (AUC) as a discrimi-
nation power for the selected miRNA-21 compared to the 
AUC value of the traditional BC biomarker CA15-3 by using 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses that 
show in the table ( 7). 

A study comparing the oncogenic microRNA-21-5p and the CA15-3 characteristics as an effective tumor marker in breast cancer patients from Iraq

Table 4. Mean serum concentration of CA15-3 between study groups.

Table 5. ROC curve analysis of miRNA-21 to distinguish between BC and HC.

Table 6. ROC curve of CA 15-3 in distinguishing between breast cancer and healthy sub-jects.

Figure 1. MiRNA-21 Sensitivity and Specificity by ROC curve.
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The diagnostic accuracy of both biomarkers was calcu-
lated; among the analyses molecules, the miR-21-5p mar-
ker showed the highest diagnostic accuracy (0.94) than the 
low diagnostic accuracy (0.71) of the CA15-3 marker.

The Statistical analyses were carried out using (ROC-
AUC) curve to determine the discrimination biomarkers 
power of both markers to discriminate BC patients from HC 
groups; we compared the area value under the curve (AUC) 
of both markers. The results show that the miRNA-21 had 
sig-nificantly higher AUC values of discriminately the BC 
group (0.981), while a lower AUC of CA15-3 is recorded 
only (0.563). Show in table (7) & fig. (3) & fig. (4).

Comparison of miRNA-21 and CA15-3 Overall Model Quality
The Overall Model Quality of tumor biomarkers is repre-

sented in the chart that generally measures the model quali-
ty of molecular miRNA-21 and biochemical CA15-3 biomar-
kers samples and median expression level in breast cancer 
group folds in all study groups ( patients and control ).

The result of MiRNA-21 model quality was significantly 
higher at ( 0.95 ) than  CA15-3 with ( 0.70 ), shown in tables 
( 8 ) and ( 9 ) & figure ( 5 ).

Discussion
The results of the present study show that microRNA 

was successfully extracted from the serum samples of the 
patient and control groups. Statistical analysis revealed a 
significant increase in miRNA-21 expression in the serum of 

BC patients; this was higher than in standard breast sam-
ples. This evaluation of miRNA-21 makes it act as a diag-
nostic indicator to discuss its role as a serum marker in BC 
diagnosis and treatment monitoring. This result agrees with 
many novel studies10,12.

Several studies have the same result mention the 
primary underlying mechanism for the connection of miR-
NA-21 and BC is the location of the miRNA-21 gene on 
chromosome 17q23.2. This region is frequently amplified 
in BC and correlated with high expression of miRNA-21, 
the miRNA expression regulated by epigenetic machinery. 
Hypo-methylated of CpG island in the promoter region of 
mature miRNA-21 sequence in BC causing up-regulation of 
MiRNA-21 ex-pression13,14.

Many studies are similar to the present result. A sig-
nificant up-regulation of MiRNA-21 in the BC group as an 
oncogenic microRNA. This is due to its ability to promote 
tumor growth, invasion, angiogenesis, and metastasis by 
targeting and suppressing several apoptotic and tumor su-
ppressor genes in post-transcriptional, including PDCD4, 
PTEN and TP5315-17.

The diagnostic performance of miRNA-21 was studied 
by analysis (ROC curve) which showed that circulating 
mature miRNA-21 has high sensitivity and specificity. This 
made it a su-perior indicator of the high-risk group in the 
early phase of breast cancer screening and was con-side-
red an effective marker in breast cancer patients compared 
to the healthy control group.

The same result shown in Iraqi studies mentions the high 

Table 7. Diagnostic accuracy and AUC of both circulation biomarkers.

Figure 2. CA 15-3 Sensitivity and Specificity by ROC curve.
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Figure 3. This figure includes: (a) the AUC value of MiRNA-21-5P  ; (b) the AUC value of CA 15-3

Table 8. Statically database for study samples processing summary.

Table 9. Statically database for sample model quality in both biomarkers.
sensitivity and specificity of rel-ative expression of circulating 
miRNA-21 in the BC patients compared with healthy control 
group17,18. Their agreement with the Iranian study showed hi-
gher sensitivity and specificity values for microRNA-2119.

CA 15-3 expression on the luminal surface of the nor-
mal glandular breast secretary epithe-lium and its expres-
sion and secretion are increased with malignant cell trans-
formation. A novel Iraqi study mentioned that a high CA15-3 
concentration is an indicator to help physicians assess 
breast cancer disease progression and determine adjuvant 
treatment for a better outcome when CA 15.3 concentra-

tions are elevated. During the early course of therapy, this 
is due to disease pro-gression or ineffective treatments20. 

 This observation result agrees with several novel Iraqi 
studies that found higher serum of CA 15-3 levels is more 
likely to have breast cancer1,17. This high concentration level 
of CA15-3 is similar to several new studies making it a pre-
dictive, diagnostic and prognostic biomarker21-23.

     The diagnostic performance of serum CA 15-3 in the 
present study by ROC curve shows low sensitivity and spe-
cificity to easy detection of BC patients of newly diagnosed, 
with these common characteristics making it not enough 

A study comparing the oncogenic microRNA-21-5p and the CA15-3 characteristics as an effective tumor marker in breast cancer patients from Iraq
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used at early diagnosis of breast cancer stages.
The present study result regarding novel Iraqi sum-

mary studies shows the ROC curve yields low sensitivity of 
CA153, merely 22.47%18. The same line with a new study in 
2021 showed that the low value of the sensitivity of CA15-3 
serum marker in BC patients was only (59.06% )24. 

Many reports documented that CA 15-3 with low sensi-
tivity is not recommended as a screening tool for early de-
tection of BC and remains an important asset to monitor the 
efficacy of medical therapies25.

The diagnostic value of CA15-3 is relatively low specifi-
city, with increased serum values that can be detected in the 
presence of other neoplasms, such as lung, liver, pancrea-
tic, and ovarian cancers, making it lack specificity26. 

The static analysis of diagnostic accuracy for both bio-
markers was calculated, showing that the miR-21-5p marker 
has the highest diagnostic accuracy than the CA15-3 marker.

   The statistical analyses were carried out by (ROC-
AUC) curve to determine the discrim-ination biomarkers 
power of both miR-21 and CA15-3 markers by calculation 
of the value of area under the curve (AUC), showing that 
miRNA-21 has a more comprehensive and more meaning-
ful AUC than CA 15-3. 

This result agrees with the Iraqi study found high folding 
change expression of serum miR-21and high specificity and 
sensitivity has high accuracy ( 100% ) with excellent ( 100% 
) Interpretation27. 

In Iran new ( ROC-AUC ) curve analyses study reported 
miR-21 was valuable in higher distinguishing power (higher 
AUCs) of early breast cancer disease and recurrent breast 
cancer (82% for early diagnosis and 86% for recurrent) res-
pectively than the average healthy control group19. Also, it 
is similar to the Italian study, mentioning high miR-125 AUC 
was (85%) able to discriminate BC patients from healthy do-
nors than the traditional BC biomarkers CA15-3 only (70%) 
and showed a high diagnostic accuracy of miRNA-125 
(79%) than accuracy in CA15-3 (68%)28.

A similar result in a study identified the type of tumor, whe-
ther malignant or not, providing a possible result in terms of AUC 
and accuracy in the more challenging case of breast cancer. 
When using augmented data sets, their area under the curve 
(AUC) reached (92.9%) with accuracy (96.7%) of case BC29.

The overall model quality can be considered a "good 
model" when the correct prediction rate for positive res-
ponses meets the specified minimum probability. Overall, 
Model Quality was good model when its value was above ( 
0.50 ), but a value less than ( 0.50 ) indicates the model is 

no better than random prediction.  
According to the present quality result, the circulating 

miRNA-21 with high model quality was considered an effi-
cient blood circulation sample used in molecular analysis to 
the diagnostic, predictive and prognostic marker of breast 
cancer patients than healthy controls.

The novel study has the same result mentioning tu-
mor biomarkers are sample molecules that are measured 
in tissue and other body fluids, being considered efficient 
blood circulation samples that can predict the risk of getting 
cancer (predictive biomarkers) and signal early stages of 
cancer (diagnostic biomarkers) and thus assess the risk of 
cancer progression or possible response to therapy (prog-
nostic biomarkers)22.

Conclusions
The statistical analyses of miRNA-21 expression and 

CA 15-3 levels were significantly in-creased in the BC group 
compared to the control group. However, CA15-3 had a 
lower median concentration level (2.3 times) than miR-
NA-21 (5.2 times), making the miRNA-21 a superior marker 
for detecting the high‐risk BC group at the early BC diag-
nosis stage.  

The ROC curve was plotted for the investigated mar-
kers, and a cut-off point was detected that miRNA-21 had 
higher sensitivities, specificities, diagnostic accuracy, discri-
mination power AUC and diagnostic overall model quality 
than the tumor marker (CA15-3), making the MiRNA21 a 
more vivid diagnostic, predictive and prognostic breast can-
cer marker compared to CA 15-3 biomarker.

The higher characteristics of circulating mature miRNA-21 
make it a practical test and po-tential diagnostic indicator to 
compare BC patients with healthy controls. Thus, their useful-
ness as noninvasive markers helps minimize the unnecessary 
breast biopsies used for the early detection of breast cancer.
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